Bok Tower Gardens - Garden Tile Puzzle
Complete the crossword puzzle using the picture clues.

Across
2. [Picture of a fox]
6. [Picture of a butterfly]
3. [Picture of a snake]
5. [Picture of a turtle]
10. [Picture of a squirrel]

Down
1. [Picture of a cat]
7. [Picture of a fish]
8. [Picture of an owl]
9. [Picture of a bird]
Founder's Room Tile Crossword Puzzle

Across

1. [image of fish]
2. [image of rooster]
3. [image of turtle]
4. [image of alligator]
5. [image of deer]
6. [image of rabbit]
7. [image of bird]
8. [image of dragon]
9. [image of snake]
10. [image of duck]
11. [image of lizard]
12. [image of fish]
13. [image of bird]
14. [image of frog]

Down

1. [image of dog]
2. [image of snake]
3. [image of bird]
4. [image of fish]
5. [image of bird]
6. [image of fish]
7. [image of fish]
8. [image of fish]
9. [image of fish]
10. [image of bird]
11. [image of bird]
12. [image of fish]
13. [image of fish]
14. [image of fish]